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the global pigeon (fieldwork encounters and discoveries) - the global pigeon (fieldwork encounters and
discoveries) author: colin jerolmack ... the global pigeon (fieldwork encounters and discoveries ... - the
global pigeon (fieldwork encounters and discoveries) by colin jerolmack pdf ebook what is reason to know a,
great distances they arranged marriages. the global pigeon. chicago: univer- sity of chicago press ... colin jerolmack, the global pigeon. chicago: univer-sity of chicago press, 2013, 274 pp., $27.50 paperback
(978002088) a number of years ago i had a colleague who proposed and taught a course entitled “pets and
society.” reactions in the department were varied. many were amused. some saw this as little more than an
tora holmberg pigeon stories - depauw university - — pigeons become vermin, or “rats with wings“
(jerolmack 45). sociologist colin jerolmack starts from and explores the complexities of global pigeons. he does
so through a number of ethnographic case studies in different pigeon contexts in a number of places around
the world, for example micro-spatial conflicts around european journal of sociology
http://journalsmbridge ... - taming the wild in the city colin jerolmack, the global pigeon (chicago, chicago
university press, 2012) t ype the name of anywell-known city into an internet search engine, followed by the
word “pigeon,” and a plethora of public news and analysis - taylor & francis - the global pigeon by colin
jerolmack drawing on more than three years of fieldwork across three continents, colin jerolmack traces our
complex and often contradictory relationship with these versatile animals in pub- ... news and analysis az vol.
26(3).qxp:layout 1 7/8/13 9:58 am page 460. kyle green cv - university of minnesota - green, kyle
(forthcoming) “deep play and flying rats, with colin jerolmack” getting culture. new york: w.w. norton & co.
green, kyle (forthcoming) “coded chaos and anonymous, with gabriella coleman” getting culture. new york:
w.w. norton & co. suh, stephen & kyle green (forthcoming) “constructing culture” getting culture. the
sociological quarterly issn 0038-0253 saying ... - colin jerolmack new york university ... we could have
just as easily drawn upon the global pigeon (jerolmack 2013) and had khan help analyze empirical material
gathered by ... saying meritocracy and doing privilege shamus khan and colin jerolmack 10 the sociological
quarterly 54 ... 2013 fall asa newsletter - american sociological association - jerolmack, colin. 2013.
colin jerolmack (new york university) was interviewed about his book the global pigeon in "thinking allowed" on
the bbc radio on july 3, 2013. environment and society - muse.jhu - colin jerolmack is associate professor
of environmental studies and sociology at new york university. his most recent book is the global pigeon
(2013). he is currently writing a book on how hydraulic fracturing impacts communities in central
pennsylvania. ess 2014 - eastern sociological society - saturday 12:00 - 1:30 pm 225 the global pigeon by
colin jerolmack key 8 saturday 3:30 - 5:00 pm 285 in defense of disciplines: interdisciplinarity and
specialization in the research university by jerry jacobs key 5 sunday 8:30 - 10:00 am 308 unfinished business:
paid family leave in california and the future of us work family policy doctoral program in sociology graduate center, cuny - colin jerolmack has accepted a tenure track assistant professorship in sociology and
environmental studies at nyu. he will take up the position after 18 months at harvard in its health policy
scholars postdoctoral program sponsored by the robert wood johnson foundation. colin's dissertation is called
"the global pigeon." congratulations, colin!
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